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Abstract—Field science in extreme terrestrial environments is often difficult and sometimes dangerous. Field seasons are also often short in duration. Robotic “field assistants,” particularly small highly mobile rotary-wing platforms, have the potential to significantly augment a field season’s scientific return on investment for geology and astrobiology researchers by providing an entirely new suite of sophisticated field tools. Robotic rotorcraft and other vertical lift planetary aerial vehicle also hold promise for supporting planetary science missions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Small aerial robots are in a state of rapid development. The primary focus of most uninhabited aerial vehicle (UAV) and micro air vehicle research is currently directed to supporting future DOD missions. An alternate potential application for small autonomous aerial vehicles, particularly rotary-wing platforms, is their use in supporting terrestrial field science investigations in extreme environments, as well as potentially supporting Mars and other planetary science missions [1-14].

The “dirty, dull, dangerous,” and difficult tasks that conventional UAVs and autonomous aerial vehicles are now being called into performing for military and public service applications hold true for applications supporting terrestrial field science. The mobility afforded by aerial robotic field assistants could potentially provide safe and routine access to sites that otherwise entail considerable effort on the part of field scientists (Fig. 1a-b). Further, the access and vantage provided by these robotic field assistants will have a significant leveraging effort on the magnitude and quality of the field season data gathering. The field assistants will interact with the field scientists in a productive man-machine partnership. Additionally, the robotic field assistants’ potential ability to carry small science payloads, and/or acquire and carry small remote site samples, also emphasizes their potential utility in field science. It is these three attributes – the selective low-altitude imaging, the close scientist/robot interaction, and the equal design/operational emphasis of the aerial robot actions on the ground as well as in the air -- that make robotic field assistants unique in their design as compared to more conventional UAVs.
Fig. 1 – Gaining Access to Sites: (a) walking, climbing, and trekking by ATV, or (b) making use of aerial robotic field assistants (downward-pointing aerial view)

Fig. 2 – Photo-composite of Possible Field Deployment of SRFA

There are unique demands – as compared to conventional UAV applications -- that will be placed upon robotic aerial field assistants for terrestrial science investigations in extreme environments. To better understand what these unique requirements might be, it is necessary to appreciate the types of field science being conducted by NASA and academia researchers [28-41].

2. TERRESTRIAL FIELD SCIENCE

Astrobiology and geological investigations at extreme environment field sites pose considerable challenges for researchers in terms of limited resources, including time, and productivity. The use of Mars-analog sites on Earth to support planetary science investigations has blossomed over the last several years. As such, it is increasingly important to consider empowering geologists and astrobiologists with automation tools and robotic systems that can assist them in their scientific endeavors. In many cases, the field scientist relies upon satellite and high-altitude aerial imagery to provide context for their on-the-ground field measurements and observations. For example, several small valley forming geological processes (sapping, glacial-melt water-runoff, and glacial advance/retreat trough forming) in terrestrial sites have only been recognized in their analogous form on Mars by comparing satellite and aerial images between the two [30, 36, 38, 39]. Not much work has been performed with low-altitude flights over Mars analog sites, the exceptions being [16, 22-24], but this type of aerial survey shows promise for future investigations.

Why small rotorcraft for these notional robotic field assistants versus other types of aerial vehicle configurations? For the same reason conventional manned helicopters are such flexible aerial platforms for terrestrial exploration and transportation: the ability to hover and fly at
low-speeds and to take-off and land at unprepared remote sites.

It is also envisioned, though, that field scientists will ideally employ a suite of robotic assistants and automated tools to aid in the conduct of their research. Such a “system of systems” would in addition to SRFA include small fixed-wing aerial explorers as well as robotic ground vehicles (rovers) to assist them.

Table 1 is an attempt for illustrative purposes to match typical science objectives at extreme environment field sites with brief assertions on how SRFA might be able to assist the field scientists. This list of science objectives is tailored with the Haughton Crater Mars-analog site in mind. However, as the primary objectives of most NASA extreme environment field science emphasizes geological and biological studies, this is a fairly representative list for other potential analog sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Science Objectives</th>
<th>SRFA Contributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characterization of permafrost depth and density</td>
<td>Multiple site acoustic sounding (speakers on footpads) &amp; use of air-deployed ground-penetrators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow melt, and/or hydrodynamic, survey</td>
<td>Deploy 3-5 “remote site” science stations with a utility-class (Yamaha RMAX) SRFA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assess ongoing foreign flora contamination of Devon Island site</td>
<td>Make assessments through a combination of imaging, samples, and sensor deployments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand upon geology/mineralogy surveys of coastline</td>
<td>Participate in a Humvee trek across Devon Island; provide contextual imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assess glacier morphology</td>
<td>Participate in a Humvee trek across Devon Island; provide contextual imaging; can deploy network of small sensors to track glacial retreat mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continue assessment of biology of impact craters</td>
<td>Comprehensively map (quasi-3D with stereoscopic image sets) Haughton Crater interior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve understanding of gully formation in valleys</td>
<td>Perform high-resolution imaging of gullies and air-deploy sensor packages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding biochemical and paleo-fossil implications of hydrothermal vents</td>
<td>Perform sampling missions using robotic arms and devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examine the ground/atmospheric heat transfer mechanisms to understand local climatology during seasonal changes</td>
<td>Use IR imaging device to perform night surveys of Devon Island (non-summer-season sensing/imaging; refer to Appendix B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polar bear sentry</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. A SCIENTIST’S BEST FRIEND

Recent experience at Mars-analog sites, such as Haughton Crater, Devon Island, Canada, suggests that the use of small aerial vehicles can provide as a minimum a valuable “on-demand,” personalized, aerial imagery capability [15-16]. However, such informal technology experiments and demonstrations only hint at what might be theoretically possible with SRFA robotic agents acting in quasi-partnership with field scientists.

A representative sampling of field science being conducted at Mars-analog and/or terrestrial extreme environments can be found in [28-41]. A SRFA agent should, as a minimum, be able to assist in this general type of field science. One configuration, and size, of vehicle, though, is unlikely to meet all science objectives.

Smart rotorcraft field assistants can be categorized into a number of notional classes of vehicle, with unique function and roles, and attributes as noted in Table 2. A suite of vehicles and capabilities may need to be deployed during a given field season and/or research campaign in order to accomplish required goals.

For many of these applications and capabilities, SRFA will have more characteristics in common with notional micro air vehicles (MAVs) [49] – and micro-rotorcraft in particular [27] – than conventionally-sized UAVs and aerial vehicles. This is because SRFA and micro air vehicles both work at relatively low altitudes, in close proximity to people and objects on the ground, and depend upon close man/machine interaction to accomplish required goals. These systems embody/require a high level of personal utility. Correspondingly, many automation/operational models being developed for micro air vehicles will have great applicability to SRFA.

Manned aircraft have from their earliest inception supported terrestrial exploration and science. Recently fixed-wing UAVs (uninhabited aerial vehicles) and autonomous rotorcraft have also begun to play a part in terrestrial field science. Most of the precursor work using autonomous rotorcraft to conduct field science has focussed on volcanology [25-26].

Though proof-of-concept SRFA field testing at NASA Ames has primarily relied to-date upon small radio-controlled helicopters (ranging from 1-6 kg in gross weight) a high-level of autonomy must be imbued into future SRFA platforms. Thus the aerial robot can be treated more as a true field tool than as flying vehicle.
### Table 2 – Different SRFA Classes, Their Functions/Roles, and Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type/Class</th>
<th>Function/Role</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2 kg</td>
<td>Pop-Up Observer</td>
<td>Derivative of current technology radio-controlled helicopters, or even simple devices such as ground-spun-up release and launch rotors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 10-25 kg   | Close-Range Surveyor | • Carries onboard, perhaps modular and swappable, science instrumentation packages  
• Carries & deploys air-released probes and sensors  
• Carries a suite of imaging cameras for detailed low-altitude surveys; as well as imagers for remote site (on the ground) characterization |
| 10-50 kg   | Sampler | • Acquire and transport soil/rock samples ranging from 0.05 to 0.5 kg  
• Have an operational range of 5-10 km  
• Robotic arms, actuators/effectors, or other devices to acquire soil and rock samples of at least 100 grams per sample  
• Optional: limited ground mobility and/or carries robotic symbiotes to provide close-range ground access |
| 50-100 kg  | Utility or Carrier Platform | • Must capable of carrying >25% gross-weight payloads  
• Operational range of 10-25 km  
• Initial trials can be conducted with NASA Ames Yamaha RMAX autonomous helicopter platforms [42]  
• Semi-autonomous slung-load carrying capacity |
| >100 kg    | Long Range and/or Endurance Flyer | • Must be capable of >10% gross-weight science payloads  
• Operational range of >100 km; endurance of 4-6 hours  
• Optional: ability to act as carrier platform for other aerial vehicles |

![Fig. 3 – Notional System of Systems Including SRFA](image)

### 4. A MODEST SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS

In order to achieve the above noted list of SRFA attributes (Table 2), it will likely be necessary to develop a network of robotic systems and automation tools to assist the terrestrial field scientist. Such a notional system of systems is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Such a system of systems approach yields an energetic symbiosis of field scientists, robotic systems, base camp equipment, and SRFA. Ultimately field seasons can perhaps be considerably extended through long-distance teleoperation of the SRFA in the field by researchers safely ensconced at the home institutions.

To date only elements of such a system of systems have undergone technology demonstrations at field sites.
Several field demos have been conducted of rovers, and small fixed-wing UAVs [15-16], and rotary-wing platforms [22-24], but not in concert as a coordinated, comprehensive system, and not with the primary goal of actually performing science, but instead focusing on technology development issues. It must not be forgotten, though, that the objective of all this effort -- this robotic system of systems -- is to perform efficient and robust science investigations. Such tools must allow the scientist to see what otherwise might not be seen (Fig. 4a-b).

Table 3 illustrates some of the potential system of systems elements that could be employed -- researchers, SRFA, other aerial vehicles, and other assets (robotic and otherwise) -- and their roles and interactions/relationships. Table 3 is consistent with system of systems elements shown in Fig. 3. Not all elements (i.e. robots and assets) need necessarily be fielded. Inevitably this work touches upon intelligent systems concepts such as robotic colonies and ecologies [15, 19, and 20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Elements</th>
<th>Roles</th>
<th>Interactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple RC, or remotely piloted, aerial vehicle</td>
<td>Forward observation; potentially expendable</td>
<td>Line-of-sight direct down-link to researcher, or relayed through/to SRFA or autonomous fixed-wing aerial vehicle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomous (fixed-wing) Aerial Vehicles</td>
<td>Long-range, higher-altitude aerial survey; sensor/drop-pod deployment</td>
<td>Down- and up-link to SRFA and/or ATV/Humvee-transported ground-stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rover</td>
<td>Detailed ground-level observation and in-situ analysis. Short to moderate duration site presence.</td>
<td>Deployed to remote site by ATV, Humvee, or potentially by utility SRFA. Data and imaging can be both down- and up-linked through the aerial assets/robots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRFA</td>
<td>Three types shown in Fig. 3: close-range surveyor, sampler, and utility SRFA</td>
<td>Can work independently or in conjunction with other robotic assets. Relative strengths and weaknesses of vehicles can be traded against other fielded assets available. Concurrent operation of assets to maximize efficiency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATV &amp; Humvee</td>
<td>Transport for researcher and robotic assets; ground-station; initial analysis and logging of data; mounted cameras/sensors provide running &quot;ground-level&quot; information in addition to, or in lieu of, rovers</td>
<td>Control of short to mid-range aerial assets, particularly the RC or remotely-piloted vehicles; initial collection and collation of data and samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Camp</td>
<td>Logistics support and intermediate stage analysis of data and preparation</td>
<td>Potential direct control of longer-range robotic assets; telecom to and from home institutions; potential automated support of extended field season teleoperation of robotic assets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One way Ames is attempting to advance this notional "system of systems" concept, as applied to scientific investigation of terrestrial extreme environments using aerial robots, is to co-sponsor a university student design competition (refer to Appendix B). This approach has worked quite well in the past as applied to vertical lift planetary aerial vehicles [10-13 and 50] and other emerging design concepts.
5. BIO-INSPIRATION ANYONE?

SRFA flight control, navigation, and overall autonomy may benefit from emergent bio-inspired technologies for robotic and aerial vehicle control. Bio-inspiration for such vehicles can take many forms. Past work has focused on bio-inspired vision systems [17] and autonomous aerial vehicle roles, flight behaviors, and decision-making processes [18-21]. Figure 5 shows the preliminary simulation results of a terrain following algorithm for an autonomous aerial vehicle [15] (in this case following an increasing terrain elevation gradient and then doubling back when cresting over the highest point).

![Fig. 5 – Simple Bio-inspired Aerial Vehicle Terrain Following](image)

As discussed previously, SRFA will need to act in concert with other robotic systems and automation tools. This will form almost a robotic symbiosis between systems. Simple field demos at Ames have begun to examine the interdependencies of such robotic symbiosis implicit in a system of systems (Fig. 6). This is an area of great importance for not only SRFA and robotic field assistants for terrestrial field science, but for many other applications as well.

![Fig. 6 – Robotic Symbiosis](image)

Proof-of-concept work has also been pursued at NASA Ames looking into extending the capabilities of SRFA-type platforms from simple imaging to soil/rock sampling tasks (Fig. 7). Traditionally, rotorcraft designers concern themselves with only how well, how efficiently, an aircraft flies. The whole concept of providing a robotic helicopter with “reach,” with “grasp” while on the ground at a remote site is somewhat an alien concept. And yet, this ability would be a tremendous enhancing capability for a SRFA.

![Fig. 7 – Robotic Arms & Rotary-Wings](image)

Bio-inspiration work at Ames has also led to an increased emphasis on aerial explorers and SRFA performing mission tasks such as the air-deployment of camera/sensor drop probes from aerial explorers – drawing on concepts loosely based on biological reproduction strategies (Fig. 8). These probes and robotic devices deployed by the SRFA then
consequently become additional elements of the system of systems – forming robot ecology [19-20] -- used to study the field site. In this manner, drawing upon some of the concepts outlined in Table 4, the utility of SRFA, and other aerial explorers, can be greatly enhanced beyond the simple act of aerial imaging surveys.

![Image](image1)

**Fig. 8** -- Dissemination/Distribution: (a) carrying an imaging/sensor drop probe and (b) probe release

Bio-inspiration has potentially an important role in engineering innovation. It remains to be seen what this emerging field of study can fully realize in terms of new technological capabilities and applications. It has already enabled, though, a re-conceptualization at NASA Ames of the “helicopter as robot.”

### 6. NEW PARADIGMS IN DESIGN

The SRFA concept requires a new design paradigm as compared to conventional aircraft and UAV design. The proof-of-concept exercise of grafting/integrating a robotic arm to an RC helicopter is just one radical example of this new paradigm. Design and integration of other, new and challenging, onboard equipment/sub-systems (Table 4) will also be required for a successful stable of SRFA tools for the field scientist.

Ruggedization of equipment, in general, and the SRFA, in particular, is essential for efficient and effective use of these platforms under the extreme environment conditions under which they will operate. In past field demo campaigns of robotic hardware at the Haughton Crater Mars-analog site, productivity has been severely hampered by operating hardware that was not adequately prepared to endure the frequent harsh conditions demanded on them – including rain, cold temperatures, and high winds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Onboard</td>
<td>Mineralogical and/or biological samples from difficult to access sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple snatch and grab sampling devices on landing gear footpads</td>
<td>See above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotic arms and other more sophisticated effectors</td>
<td>Just-below ground surface characterization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-deployed ground penetrators</td>
<td>Increasing the “reach” of SRFA while on-ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Harpoon” samplers (w. &amp; w.o. reelable tethers)</td>
<td>Efficient distribution/dissemination of sensor networks; “calibration” of aerial imagery with descent and ground images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-deployed drop-probes [16, 18]; drop-probe(s) could contain cameras, micro-imagers, environmental sensors, RF relays, chemical/biological chip-arrays, etc</td>
<td>Increasing efficiency of science missions by deployment of secondary agents to SRFA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-deployed gliders, or autorotating “samara seed” imaging platforms [18]</td>
<td>See above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-deployed or ground-released, micro-rovers (perhaps ball-shaped robots [43-45])</td>
<td>Building longer term science infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground-deployable (“slung load”) science “remote station” payloads</td>
<td>See above</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground Auxiliary</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transport, launch, and recovery equipment</td>
<td>Enabling requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recharging/refueling equipment</td>
<td>Enhancing requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground station and operator interface</td>
<td>Enabling requirement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Though the transport and deployment equipment for SRFA will be considerably less challenging than that of a Mars aerial vehicle, it is still presents interesting problems. Transport of SRFA assets will have to employ ATV’s, or possibly a tracked Humvee. Equipment by necessity will have to be lightweight and of small package. Assembly and checkout of the vehicle will need to be kept to a minimum.

One innovative approach for SRFA transport and deployment is to develop a hybrid mothership/drone aerial vehicle (Fig. 9). This innovative concept integrates a medium altitude and long endurance/range flight platform (Aerial Surveyor ‘flying-wing’ mothership) with multiple deployable low-altitude close-support coaxial rotorcraft UAVs as ‘drones.’ The mothership contains multiple propulsion modules (coaxial proprotors serving double-duty); these propulsion modules can separate from the main vehicle over a target area of interest, at high-altitudes, and can be dropped from the surveyor ‘mothership’ like a
munitions ‘store.’ These propulsion modules -- now acting as independent rotary-wing UAVs/drones -- autorotate upon release from the mothership and descend to low-altitudes, whereupon they achieve full thrust and power and act as coaxial helicopters. The coaxial helicopter drones survey targeted areas of interest in a distributed pattern at low-altitude and low-speed and report to main base directly, or have telecommunications relayed through the partially-powered mothership circling overhead.

Alternatively, the on-the-ground mobility, or access, of a SRFA has to be carefully considered. What if the rock/soil sample of choice is not in the immediate vicinity, “footprint,” of the SRFA? How then will the sample be acquired, the micro-image be taken, or the science probe or instrumentation placed? This is a difficult design problem to pose. Hybrid vehicles that have an element of ground mobility in addition to their aerial mobility may need to be considered for field science applications (Fig. 10a-c). Or alternatively, as noted above, a robotic symbiosis between the SRFA and an assortment of auxiliary robotic devices transported into the field site may be required in order to meet all field campaign requirements.

One design solution likely will not meet all requirements. It is anticipated that a whole range of SRFA agent configurations might be required to accomplish the ambitious field science campaigns of the future.

Though preliminary work has shown the promise of SRFA as simple radio-controlled devices, the real pay-off for their use will come when high levels of autonomous system technology has been implemented on them. (RC piloting is a specialized skill and one not easily acquired by the typical scientist. Further the scientist should ideally be doing science and not flying RC aircraft.) However, automation does not automatically confer a reduction in the logistics necessary to conduct field science with these platforms. For example, a simple RC-controlled aerial vehicle currently takes two people to perform low-altitude aerial imaging: one to operate the vehicle and another to operate the wireless video receiver/recorder equipment. A quasi-production small autonomous aerial vehicle can require between three to four people. Refer to Fig. 11 and [16] for an illustrative example of a fixed-wing UAV campaign, or [42] for a rotary-wing platform.
7. SEARCH & FIND MISSIONS AND SERENDIPITOUS SCIENCE

Science is the process of discovery. As a semi-autonomous agent/tool for discovery, a SRFA’s “intelligence” must be tailored to optimize that process (Fig. 12). Therefore, equal emphasis must be placed on the SRFA science application software as is applied to the flight/mission autonomous control software. Further, there must be an integrated approach to linking the science software package, and associated sensors, with the flight/navigation software and its guidance and safety-of-flight instrumentation.

Fig. 12 – Searching for Subtle Signs of Life in a Barren Landscape From the Air

Oftentimes, field science in terrestrial extreme environments is also the science of opportunity. Meticulous, detailed, advance planning may radically be revised to compensate for weather changes, resource limitations, and chance discoveries. Mission flexibility is essential to provide the field researcher an appropriate level of utility. Again, the enhanced access and vantage provided by SRFA can potentially leverage significantly the scientific return on investment.

Figure 13 is illustrative of how aerial robotic field assistants can provide unique low-altitude imaging perspectives for scientists. Imaging data from SRFA and other field assistants can be post-processed and interpreted to yield image mosaics and quasi-three-dimensional terrain mappings. Re-tasking and subsequent flyovers of SRFA could be targeted at hard to access locations to examine at high-resolution and high detail rock outcroppings, (arctic) flora, and other features of interest.

Fig. 13 – Aerial Imaging from Aerial Explorers (a) view from the ground and (b) from the air

Figures 14-16 present three different examples of operational scenarios that a SRFA might be tasked to perform in order to aid field scientists in the conduct of their research.

Fig. 14 – Operational Scenario #1: Access to Elevated, or Otherwise, Hazardous Terrain
Table 5 – Examples of Operational Scenario Tasking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational Scenario</th>
<th>Sample List of Tasking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| #1 - Access to Elevated, or Otherwise, Hazardous Terrain | A. Commanded to take-off and hover at a specified altitude at the launch/recovery area  
B. Next rotates about vertical axis and acquires a panoramic image of the immediate area  
C. Commanded into forward-flight to approach terrain feature of interest (steep rock formations, crater rim, hydrothermal vents, etc.); climbs to adequate altitude to comfortably clear any terrain obstacles of concern  
D. Performs either circling overflight over a discrete terrain feature of interest (such as a rock formation of vents), or skirts along a terrain boundary (as in the case of a valley or ridgeline)  
E. Completing survey, commanded to critical priority site and a vertical landing is attempted or sensor/probes are deployed  
F. Sampling, ground-level imaging, or sensor/probe deployment is completed and SRFA is recalled to launch/recovery site |
| #2 - Characterize Site to Provide Context for Specimen Collecting | A. A field scientist acquires several soil/rock or biological samples by hand; GPS coordinates and photographic images are taken to provide context and ground-truth  
B. The researcher launches a close-range survey SRFA from near his ATV, after completing his sample taking, but before leaving the site  
C. The SRFA is guided/commanded to each location within the site where samples were taken. Both landscape and panoramic images are taken to provide context – at an elevated altitude/perspective – for where the samples were acquired  
D. Upon the SRFA returning to the launch/recovery point, the downloaded images can be post-processed to aid the scientist in interpreting/understanding the data from the samples |
| #3 - Scouting or Expanding Data Gathering Capability | A. Expeditionary ATV/Humvee trek is initiated  
B. Periodically, with rest stops, a short-range SRFA is launched near, or from, the convoy  
C. The SRFA aerial survey images the landscape in directions lateral to, and forward of, the convoy  
D. Survey images used to provide forward scouting information for the trek convoy; also documents territory that would otherwise would not be seen line-of-sight during the trek  
E. During pitching of camp for the night, a longer-range, higher-altitude SRFA or autonomous fixed-wing aerial vehicle could be launched; trek mission decisions as to identifying sites for detailed investigation could be made on the basis of long-range survey info |

8. AERIAL EXPLORERS

Planetary aerial vehicles would provide an element of three-dimensional mobility that would greatly enhance the exploration of other planets. Such aerial explorer mobility — particularly with vertical lift aerial vehicles — would allow investigation of terrain features of interest that were inaccessible by any other means. It is especially crucial to insure that proposed aerial explorer missions are not seen as mere technology demonstrations but as the best tools available to meet the objectives of a science-driven mission.
Most discussion regarding planetary aerial explorers has focused on Mars airplanes or balloons. This is unfortunate, to some degree, for two reasons. First, no one single vehicle type, or design configuration for that matter, is going to meet all science objectives. Certain vehicle types will be better for certain missions and science objectives. Multiple missions using multiple vehicle types might well be required to conduct the comprehensive research dictated by the planetary science community. Second, there are many planetary bodies in our Solar System, in addition to Mars, where aerial explorers might be used to great advantage. Scientific investigation of Venus, Titan, and the outer gas giant planets could all benefit from the use of aerial explorers, as well.

Lessons learned from SRFA development and operation on Earth will ideally one day also find their way into the development of planetary aerial vehicles for Mars exploration and other planetary bodies (Fig. 17). Concurrent with the SRFA work, research continues to be conducted at a modest level at NASA Ames on vertical lift planetary aerial vehicles. Appendix A discusses the current status of Mars rotorcraft research at Ames.

Table 6 -- Dual-Use and Unique Technologies for SRFA and Mars Rotorcraft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Dual-Use or Unique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automation</td>
<td>Dual-Use (though Mars application has the more stringent requirements); additionally electronics/processors for space applications are subject to radiation effects/upsets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor Aerodynamics</td>
<td>Partial dual-use. Both Mars rotorcraft and SRFA require low-Reynolds rotors; however, the Mars rotorcraft rotors will be subject to compressible flow effects in addition to the low-Reynolds airfoil/rotor characteristics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power/Propulsion</td>
<td>Partial dual-use. Ideally SRFA and Mars rotorcraft would both employ electric propulsion. Therefore advances in power electronics, batteries, and fuel-cells would benefit both. But, if need be, SRFA could be based upon internal combustion engines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotic Actuators/Effectors</td>
<td>Dual-use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport and Deployment of Sensors/Probes</td>
<td>Dual-use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultra-lightweight Structures &amp; dynamics</td>
<td>Unique to Mars rotorcraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployable blades and folding and/or telescoping structures</td>
<td>Unique to Mars Rotorcraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal management</td>
<td>Partial unique to Mars rotorcraft. Temperature extremes for Mars are far worse than any extreme environment on Earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>Partial dual-use. SRFA can generally rely on GPS for navigation, though satellite coverage can be spotty in the arctic and Antarctic regions. GPS navigation is not an option for Mars rotorcraft; other forms of navigation, such as vision-based systems, will be required. Nonetheless, even terrestrial applications could potentially benefit from the addition/inclusion of non-GPS navigation strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated Ground-handling and Servicing</td>
<td>Unique to Mars rotorcraft. The exception might be specialized terrestrial applications such as the TE³ mission as noted in Appendix B.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From a technological perspective, there are many dual-use aspects between required SRFA technologies and those needed for Mars rotorcraft. Table 6 summarizes some of these dual-use, or unique, technologies. Ideally, to conserve resources, emphasis for the SRFA and Mars rotorcraft development efforts should be placed on the highest priority dual-use technologies.

One of the advantages of terrestrial applications of robotic aerial explorers, such as SRFA, is that GPS navigation can be used for these vehicles -- planetary aerial vehicles have no such luxury. Alternate navigation/guidance techniques, such as those inspired from biology [17], will need to be used for aerial explorers on other planets.
9. NOW AND THE NEAR-FUTURE

Future efforts will continue to examine the ability of SRFA to enhance the scientific return on investment in the field, as well as leverage this proof-of-concept terrestrial work into the ongoing technology development for Mars rotorcraft (Fig. 18). For example, a NASA “Vision Mission” proposal has been submitted wherein a Mobile Science Laboratory (MSL) rover platform would be augmented by a Mars rotorcraft.

Fig. 18 – Transitioning from the Proof-of-Concept to a Viable Smart Rotorcraft Field Assistant

Finally, a Minority University Education and Research Program (MUREP) student design competition is currently in the planning stages. This competition will be on the topic of a Terrestrial Extreme Environment Explorer (TE3) – an aerial robotic science field assistant system of systems similar to what has been discussed in this paper. This MUREP TE3 competition follows a successful AHS (American Helicopter Society) student design competition on the topic of Mars rotorcraft (2000) [10-13] and an earlier MUREP competition on the topic of a Titan vertical lift aerial vehicle (2003) [50]. A draft version of the proposed TE3 competition RFP (request for proposal) is summarized in Appendix B.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Smart Rotorcraft Field Assistants may one day provide an important enhancing capability for terrestrial field scientists. Scientists, robotic systems, automation tools, and SRFA working together will form a unique symbiosis in performing field science. Some preliminary work by NASA Ames has begun to address some of the technology challenges developing aerial robotic field assistants. Finally, proof-of-concept work from the SRFA investigations has direct application to planetary aerial vehicles, particularly Mars rotorcraft.
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APPENDIX A – SRFA & MARS ROTORCRAFT

Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Speed of sound, m/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Rotor disk area, A=πR², m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cₙ₀</td>
<td>Rotor blade airfoil mean profile drag coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cₚ</td>
<td>Power coefficient, Cₚ = P / ρAVₚ³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cₜ</td>
<td>Thrust coefficient, Cₜ = T / ρAVₜ³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cₜip</td>
<td>Blade tip chord length, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>Rotor induced power constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mₜip</td>
<td>Tip Mach number, Mₜip = Vₜip / a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Number of rotor blades per rotor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Rotor power, watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Rotor radius, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reₜip</td>
<td>Tip Reynolds number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Rotor thrust, N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vₜip</td>
<td>Tip speed, m/sec, Vₜip = ΩR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>Atmospheric density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ₀.75</td>
<td>Rotor collective, blade pitch angle at 75% radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ω</td>
<td>Rotor speed, radians/sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Vision Mission”

This proposed mission study represents a natural transition of SRFA terrestrial investigations into Mars rotorcraft planetary science missions. The proposed Space Science Vision Mission to be studied is an augmentation of the MSL 2009 mission technology to address Mars surface exploration for any of the two study cases: 13) Search for Evidence of Past Life; 14) Exploration of Hydrothermal Habitats. In both cases, advanced in situ exploration is required and this calls for 1) ability to gain access to sites and samples of interest especially in areas having steep slopes 2) ability to identify samples of special interest; 3) tools to acquire those samples, 4) high quality instrumentation to analyze samples and 5) sufficient time to take advantage of all these capabilities.

BIOGRAPHY

Mr. Young has worked at NASA Ames Research Center in the area of rotorcraft research for the past twenty-two years. Mr. Young has principally focused his research on fundamental aerodynamics, advanced vehicle design, and tiltrotor technology investigations within the Aeromechanics Branch. Mr. Young is currently leading a number of advanced rotorcraft technology efforts at NASA Ames, including the study of vertical lift planetary aerial vehicles, Mars rotorcraft, and micro-rotorcraft concepts.

Mr. Young is also leading the Intelligent Aerial Vehicle (IAV) effort at NASA Ames — which is sponsored by the Intelligent Systems project, an element of the NASA CICT (Computing, Information and Communications Technology) program. The IAV research focuses on the development and demonstration of bio-inspired technologies to enable/enhance autonomous aerial explorers.
The planned 2009 Mars Science Laboratory doubtless will be provided with a powerful suite of instruments and sample acquisition tools. It will have nuclear power ensuring long lifetime and it will have a large six-wheeled rover to provide mobility. With the planned tightening of the landing error ellipse to ~ 10 km in length and the plans for a ‘skycrane’ soft landing, the MSL mission architecture comes close to meeting every desire for a Mars in situ mission. Nevertheless, the MSL rover will have problems in gaining access to steep slopes where much science interest lies (e.g., gullies, canyon walls, channel walls, hydrothermal vents) that is relevant to the study cases. Furthermore, because of the time required to carry out science analyses at each stopping point the MSL mission planned for 2009 is projected to have a range of mobility of only about 5 km even though it might be capable to travelling some hundreds of kilometers if *turned loose* to do so.

We propose to study a mission where the mobility of the MSL is greatly enhanced by the addition of a small (20 kg), autonomous, rechargeable rotorcraft that is capable of creating an effective radius of operations of ~10 km, thereby opening up an area of 300 km$^2$ to intensive exploration including high resolution spectral mapping and sample return for analysis by MSL’s payload. The rotorcraft would 1) serve as a scout for the MSL, 2) would provide detailed mapping of steep slopes, and 3) would acquire samples of fines from sites inaccessible to, or distant from, MSL (Fig. 19).

The rotorcraft would land and take-off from close to the MSL and would be electrically recharged by a cable from the MSL. Mapping data would be radio-transmitted from the rotorcraft to MSL for relay to Earth. A small (Sojourner sized) service rover would be required to link the rotorcraft to the MSL for the transfer of samples and for recharging. This service rover would also be an auxiliary science platform for MSL, one that might be used to rappel down steep slopes to reach targets identified by the rotorcraft.

![Fig. 19 – Vision Mission for the Future](image)

Ongoing Analysis

Mars rotorcraft research continues at a modest pace at NASA Ames. Recently, the focus of the Mars rotorcraft work has been on correlation of existing experimental rotor hover data [8-9] and Navier-Stokes computational fluid dynamics (CFD) predictions [14]. Unfortunately, because of hardware apparatus problems, and operating condition limitations with the Ames environmental (vacuum) chamber, the experimental data test conditions did not exactly match the CFD conditions. The experimental data ranged from a tip mach number of 0.4 to 0.49 and a tip Reynolds number of 23,500 to 30,000. The CFD “design target” condition was set for a tip Mach number of 0.65 and a tip Reynolds number of 50,000. It is currently impractical to repeat the CFD computations to match the test conditions for the experimental data set. An alternate, semi-empirical Reynolds number correction methodology has been employed instead.

The difference in tip Mach and Reynolds number conditions does not appear to have a significant effect on the rotor thrust versus collective trend. Note that a zero-shift pitch-angle correction has been applied to the experimental data as compared to the data presented previously [8-9]. The agreement between the experimental data and the CFD predictions is quite good except for the higher thrust coefficient conditions at the lowest tip Mach and Reynolds number case, i.e. 0.4 and 23,500 respectively (Fig. 20).

![Fig. 20 – Mars Rotor Thrust Coefficient ($C_T$) versus Collective ($\theta$)](image)

The differences between experiment and prediction in terms of tip Reynolds number, however, has a profound effect on the power coefficient correlation between CFD and experimental data (Fig. 21). As an aside, it should be noted that no hub tares have been applied to the Fig. 21 experimental data. Additionally, a correction has been made to the bare shaft tares applied to the experimental data as compared to [9].
As can be seen there are considerable offsets between the CFD power predications and the experimental data. The slopes of the power versus ideal power, $\sqrt{C_1^2/2}$, curves are in reasonable agreement, but the profile power (the y-axis intercept) between CFD and experiment disagree significantly. Simple linear regression of the Fig. 21 data yields the induced power contribution of the baseline Mars rotor -- in the form of the induced power constant, $k$ -- which ranges from $k=1.5$ to $2.1$. The range of numbers for $k$ is quite high as compared to conventional helicopter rotors, and is likely a consequence of the large blade root cut-out of the Mars baseline rotor (resulting in a strong trailed blade root vortex) and the relatively low overall blade aspect ratio of the rotor. The design considerations for the prototype Mars baseline rotor is discussed in some detail in [8].

Fortunately, an additional set of experimental data was acquired at low collective and thrust coefficients for the Mars baseline rotor. This low thrust/collective data clearly demonstrates that profile power for low-Reynolds number rotors (including the Mars baseline rotor) is indeed profoundly influenced by the tip Reynolds number (Fig. 22). Further, using the above noted regression analysis results for the induced power constants, $k$, refined estimates of the profile power as a function of Reynolds number can approximately be made. As verified by the experimental data, the Mars rotor profile power coefficient is approximately equivalent to the power coefficient measured at a collective of two deg., i.e. $C_{p_0} \approx C_p \bigg|_{\theta=2^\circ}$, except at the higher Reynolds numbers tested.

Making use of the Fig. 22 $C_{p_0}$ estimates, an empirical tip Reynolds power-law correction factor expression can be derived ($C_{p_0} \approx 7.65Re_{Tip}^{-0.75}$) for the baseline Mars rotor. This empirical Reynolds number correction can be applied to the CFD results to determine whether or not the previously noted correlation differences do, in fact, stem from the mismatch in the specified CFD $Re_{Tip}$ and the experimental test conditions.

Figure 22 is the result of these Reynolds number corrections as applied to the CFD predictions. The power law scaling implied by the Fig. 22 data ($C_{p_0} \propto Re_{Tip}^{-0.75}$) is somewhat unexpected. Previous research [46] would suggest that the inboard spar (circular cylinder with flat-plate inplane stiffeners) contribution to the rotor profile power would approximately scale to $\propto 1/Re_{Tip}$ and the outer blade fairing Eppler 387 airfoil would scale $\propto 1/\sqrt{Re_{Tip}}$ at these low-Reynolds numbers ($<5x10^5$). This is a subject of ongoing research.
From the above correlation results, two conclusions can be drawn (or amplified from earlier assessments). First, the CFD predictions seem to capture the general trends of the experimental data; overall “blind-test” accuracy is comparable to similar CFD results for conventional helicopter rotors [47-48]. It is interesting to note the divergence of predicted power curve with the experimental data at $R_e_{tip}=23,500$. This is to be somewhat expected as this test condition represents the greatest curve-fit extrapolation required for the profile power correction. Nonetheless, the correlation is still overall quite good. Second, the [14] CFD results – and the Fig. 23a-c trends – are very encouraging as to achieving reasonable levels of profile power as tip Reynolds number is increased (to design target levels of ~50,000). And, in fact, the [14] predictions - - now validated in part by the [8-9] experimental data – lend considerable weight to engineering studies that suggest that acceptable rotor hover figures of merit can be achieved for rotors designed to operate under Mars surface atmospheric conditions.

APPENDIX B – SRFA & A STUDENT DESIGN COMPETITION

The Army/NASA Rotorcraft Division and the NASA Ames Education Office are currently working towards sponsoring a MUREP (Minority University Research and Education Program) student design competition. The purpose of this student design competition is to perform initial conceptual design work that will ultimately lead to the development of a comprehensive “terrestrial extreme environment explorer (TE³)” system. This conceptual design project is very much consistent with the overarching theme of this paper -- which is to place new automation/robotics tools, in particular small autonomous aerial vehicles, into the hands of field scientists. Using small cost-effective UAVs to support NASA science missions will empower researchers to achieve substantial productivity improvements. The general outline of the competition RFP and proposed rules and guidelines is noted below.

Mission Assumption:

The “terrestrial extreme environment explorer (TE³)” system is envisioned as a small semi-automated/semi-teleoperated research station that can periodically launch, recover, and service one, or more, automated aerial vehicles to conduct remote field science missions (Fig. 24). The student design teams should assume that first deployment of a TE³ system should occur by 2008. The initial deployment should be assumed to occur at the Haughton Crater, Devon Island, Canada, Mars-analog site -- refer to [http://www.marsonearth.org](http://www.marsonearth.org) -- though subsequent deployments could be at multiple, alternate sites. The total duration of a TE³ system deployment should be assumed to be one calendar year. The objective of the TE³ system deployment is twofold: 1. To provide field scientists robotic tools that have enhanced mobility to acquire data and to extend their effective “field season” by reducing the need for their onsite presence, or proceeding with scientific investigations in their absence; 2. To act as a technology demonstrator as a first step to robotic colony/outpost architectures for future planetary science missions.
Mission Profile & System Requirements:

1. The TE³ system will be comprised, as a minimum, of the following system elements: a automated hanger/station, (at least one) robotic aerial vehicle, a launch/recovery system (as needed, which could be fixed or mobile), a refueling/recharging/servicing module, a front-end data-processing unit, and a telecom system for communication with state-side “Mission Control.” Optional additional elements such as teleoperated or semi-autonomous ground vehicles (rovers) might also be proposed.

2. The total TE³ system mass must be less than 1000 kg.

3. The pre-flight gross weight of an individual aerial vehicle must be less than 100 kg. Conceptual design trade studies by the student teams will examine/identify the appropriate aerial vehicle weights for specified TE³ mission.

4. The total cost of TE³ system should be less than $500K, excluding nonrecurring-engineering costs. Both the fabrication/development costs and the engineering costs should, though, be estimated in the student team proposals.

5. The electrical power for the hanger/station will be derived from a combination of wind turbine and solar power.

6. The aerial vehicle(s) should be capable of being launched and recovered in wind speeds up to 13 m/sec (25 knots).

7. The aerial vehicles should be able to have a minimum of half-hour endurance, and have a minimum radius of operation of 10 km.

8. The aerial vehicles can be fueled either by automotive gasoline or electric propulsion. The TE³ system design must discuss the semi-automated approach to refueling/recharging.

9. The aerial vehicles must be capable of self-starting.

10. The aerial vehicle(s) can be assumed to operate autonomously with GPS waypoint navigation. The aerial vehicles can operate out of line of sight communication, and telemetry and data are stored onboard the vehicle, for future downlink/transfer at the hanger/station.

11. The following is the nominal level of sorties to be carried out by the aerial vehicles: 1. During month of July one flight every two days; 2. During May, June, August, and September one flight per week; 3. Rest of the year, one flight per month.

12. During “winter” months, when there is little or no daylight, aerial vehicles must carry non-visible wavelength (or non-optic) sensors as a part of their science payload.

13. Ten percent of the aerial vehicle gross weight should be assumed to account for aerial vehicle payload. The student teams will be required to define the science sensors (both ground and air assets) for the TE³ system.

Constraints & Assumptions:

1. All TE³ system equipment should be transportable in one Twin Otter aircraft to the analog site. Individual pieces of equipment should be no more than 200 kg and contained in a crate no larger than 1 meter by 2 meter by 2.5 meter.

2. The TE³ system should require no more than two weeks assembly and onsite checkout by a team of four technical staff.

3. The siting of the TE³ system can be assumed optimally selected by the technical staff team to allow for safe launch and recovery of the aerial vehicle (i.e. for example it being sited near a dry lakebed for landing).

4. The following weather conditions should be assumed: TBD. Maximizing flight opportunities during severe weather will be an important design consideration to the TE³ system. Dealing with heavy snow blankets during aerial vehicle launch and recovery (and access into and out of the hanger/station) will be an important consideration in the TE³ system design.

5. Expendable aerial vehicles are not prohibited by the rules of this competition, if shown to be cost-effective and otherwise desirable.